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1. Introduction

Before moving on to using UNIX, let's briefly discuss what it is. A computer uses a set of
programs, generally called the operating system, to manage its hardware resources (memory,
disks, displays, input devices, etc.) on behalf of the user. UNIX is an example of such a
system. It was originally developed as a research project at AT&T Bell Labs in 1969. There
are several characteristics that distinguish UNIX from other operating systems you may be
familiar with (e.g., MacOS versions 9.x and earlier and the various incarnations of Microsoft
Windows):
Portable

UNIX was designed to be easily ported (moved from one
hardware platform to another). It has been ported to everything
from desktop computers to room-sized supercomputers.

Mutli-user UNIX allows many people to share the resources of a single
computer simultaneously.
Mutlitasking

UNIX allows users to run multiple programs at once. Unlike most
desktop operating systems, UNIX imposes strict constraints which
keep ill-behaved programs from affecting other programs and the
operating system itself.

About the Shell
You will interact with UNIX through a special program called the shell. The shell prompts
you for commands and hands these off to the operating system to be executed after you have
typed them in. Commands are composed of two parts: the name of the command itself and
arguments. Certain arguments, called options (usually introduced by the "-" character), alter
the behavior of the command in a particular way while other arguments specify the entities
upon which the command operates (e.g., names of files, computers, users). In the following
example:
ls -l myfile

"ls" is the name of the command and "-l" and myfile" are arguments. "-l" is an option which
modifies the behavior of the "ls" command. Not all commands require options or arguments;
many have intelligent defaults when none are specified.
The UNIX shell comes in two major flavors: the Bourne shell, sh , and the C shell, csh. Other
popular shells are derived from these (e.g., ksh, bash, tcsh). Each shell uses a particular
character (or string of characters) to prompt the user for commands; not surprisingly, this is
known as a shell prompt. Exercises in this tutorial show the default shell prompt for csh, the
"%" character. They will work equally well with most other shells.
Exercise 1.1
Pour a beverage of your choice (perferably cold and bubbly) and relax. This stuff
is easy, and you might even enjoy it!
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2. Logging in, logging out

Commands covered in this section: whoami, passwd, logout
Since UNIX supports multiple users at one time, you must identify yourself to the system before you
can begin using it. This process is called logging in. When you connect to a computer running UNIX
(often called a UNIX host), you are asked to provide two pieces of information in order to log in: your
login name, which is your identity on the system, and your password, which proves (or at least
improves the likelihood) that you are indeed who you say you are. Throughout the tutorial, we will
assume your login name is "natasha" and you are logging into a UNIX host called "peabody."
Exercise 2.1
Connect to a UNIX host on which you have an account (this can be accomplished by using
the telnet or ssh program running on a PC or a Mac, for example). Log in by supplying
your login name and password when prompted (your password will not be displayed when
you type it), as shown below:
UNIX(r) System V Release 4.0 (peabody)
login: natasha
password: your-password
Last login: Fri Feb 14 08:21:43 from bullwinkle.whatsamatta-u.edu
Sun Microsystems Inc.

SunOS 5.8

Generic May 2001

Welcome to peabody! Report any problems by sending e-mail
to sysadmin@peabody.whatsamatta-u.edu.
** NOTE: peabody will be down from 10:00 am to 11:00 am
**
on Saturday, February 22 for a hardware upgrade.
You have new mail.
TERM = (vt100)
%

When you log in, the system will print several lines of information on the screen. After you've logged
in a few times and the novelty has worn off, you may be tempted to ignore this and start using the
system. Don't! There are several important pieces of information displayed here. The first line you see
after typing your password tells you when you last logged in. If you see something like:
Last login: Fri Feb 14 03:52:12 from evil.hackers-r-us.org

and you've never heard of a machine called "evil," you might begin to suspect that your account has
been compromised... The next several lines are from a file called motd (message of the day). This is
where the system administrator places important announcements about the system. If new electronic
mail addressed to you has arrived, you will see a message informing you of this. You may also be
prompted for a terminal type. If the system suggests one for you (as in "vt100" in our example), accept
it by pressing the RETURN key; otherwise, you must supply the correct terminal type yourself (ask
your system administrator for assistance if you are not sure). Finally, you will see the shell prompt ("%"
in our example). You are now ready to begin issuing commands to the UNIX system!
In order to ease ourselves into this business, let's begin with a very simple command, whoami. This
command requires no options or arguments, and has the highly desirable side effect of reassuring the
user by confirming his or her identity.
Exercise 2.2

Enter the whoami command at the shell prompt and see what happens.
% whoami
natasha

That's it -- all this command does is print the login name of the current user. Congratulations, you've
just had your first taste of the power of UNIX!
Now before you get carried away with all that power, let's talk a bit more about passwords. Remember
that UNIX uses your password to verify that it's you who is entering the system under your login name
and not someone else. Therefore, only you should know your password. In order to be effective, the
password must be extremely difficult for someone else to guess. Here are some simple guidelines:
Don't:
use your login name, real name, nickname, dog's name, or any name for that matter.
use a word which appears in a dictionary (yes, that includes dictionaries in all languages).
easily guessed combinations of characters, such as "abc123" or "qwerty".
write your password down -- you would never even think of writing it on a Post-it and sticking it
on your computer, right? :-)
Do:
make sure your password consists of at least six characters.
include at least one number or punctuation mark and at least two letters.
use both uppercase and lowercase letters (UNIX passwords are case sensitive).
choose a password you can remember without having to write it down.
The easiest way to make up a password that follows these guidelines is to take the first letter of each
word in a phrase that is easily remembered. Choose a phrase that allows you to use a number or
punctuation mark. Table 2.1 shows some examples (no, you can't use these; make up your own!).
Table 2.1

Phrase

Password

Four out of five dentists recommend Trident

4oo5drT

In every point twice done and then done double Ie.tdatdd
The Adventure of the Three Garridebs

TAot3G

Once an account is broken into, it can be used to stage further attacks on the same host or other hosts
on the Internet. As a trusted member of a community of UNIX users, you have a civic duty to select
good passwords and change them on a regular basis -- anything less would be uncivilized! In fact, right
now is a good time to start. You use the passwd command to change your password.
Exercise 2.3
Enter the passwd command at the shell prompt. You will be prompted to enter your old
password (to confirm that it's really you), and then your new password (twice, to ensure
that you didn't make a typing error). In all cases, passwords are not displayed on the screen
as you type them. Depending on which version of UNIX you are using, the wording in the
prompts may vary slightly from that shown here.
% passwd
passwd: Changing password for natasha

Enter login password: your-old-password
New password: your-new-password
Re-enter new password: your-new-password

Once you've completed your work, you can end your UNIX session by logging out. This is
accomplished via the logout command.
Exercise 2.4
Enter the logout command at the shell prompt.
% logout
Connection closed by foreign host.

Of course, you'll have to log back in to continue with the tutorial. Now that you know how to log in and
log out, you have the option to stop working on the tutorial at any point and later resume where you left
off. In the next section of the tutorial, we will begin to explore the UNIX environment in more detail.
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3. Looking around

Commands covered in this section: pwd, ls, cd
Like other operating systems, UNIX organizes user data, programs, etc. into structures called files. Files,
in turn, are placed in directories (referred to as "folders" in some operating systems). Directories are
organized into a hierarchical structure, something like an upside down tree. This entire structure,
including all of the directories and files, as well as the special structures the operating system uses to keep
track of them, is called a filesystem. A simplified UNIX filesystem is shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1 A UNIX filesystem.

At the top of the hierarchy is a special directory, called the root directory (following the upside down tree
analogy -- try standing on your head if this is not clear!). This directory is represented by the "/"
character. Under the root directory, you will find a number of other directories (e.g., "bin" or "etc" in
Figure 3.1). Under each of these, you might find more directories, and so on. Within these directories, you
will find files containing such things as programs (like the passwd command), system configuration
information, or user data (like natasha's list of favorite imported ales).
As you use UNIX, the shell keeps track of your current location within the filesystem. This is called the
working directory . The pwd ("print working directory") command tells you where you are in the
filesystem by printing the current working directory. Let's give it a try.
Exercise 3.1
Enter the pwd command at the shell prompt.
% pwd
/home/natasha

When you log in, UNIX initially sets your working directory to your home directory. This is a special
location where you store your personal data as well as the configuration files that govern your account.
Since you've just logged in and haven't yet learned how to change directories, what you see when you
enter the pwd command is your home directory. Naming the home directory after the user and placing it
under a directory called "/home" (as in our example) is a sensible convention, but it's not a strict rule. You
may find that the name of your home directory is somewhat different.
The location of a file or directory within the filesystem is called a pathname, because it describes the path
you must follow to find it. You can construct a pathname by starting at the root directory and working
your way down. Each level in the hierarchy is separated by the "/" character. For example, you will notice
that there is a directory called home underneath the root directory in Figure 3.1, and underneath that is
another directory called natasha. The absolute pathname for the natasha directory would be
/home/natasha (the first "/" character represents the root directory; the second separates "home" from
"natasha"). This type of pathname is called an absolute pathname because it starts from a fixed reference
point, the root directory ("/"). A relative pathname, on the other hand, describes the location of a file in
relation to the current working directory. If the current working directory were /home, the relative
pathname for accessing the natasha directory would simply be natasha.

To change the current working directory, use the cd command followed by the pathname of the desired
directory.
Exercise 3.2
Use the cd command to move to the directory just above your home directory.
% cd /home
% pwd
/home

Note that cd does not give you any feedback if it succeeds. You can use pwd to verify the
new working directory. Now try cd without any arguments. Where does it take you?
% cd
% pwd
/home/natasha

In exercise above you used an absolute pathname ("/home") to move to the directory above your home
directory. You could also have used a relative pathname. The directory above the current working
directory, known as the parent directory, is identified by a special notation: ".." (two period characters).
Exercise 3.3
Use the cd command to move up one level in the directory tree.
% cd ..
% pwd
/home

Now use a relative pathname to return to your home directory.
% cd natasha
% pwd
/home/natasha

Now that you know where your home directory is, perhaps you'd like to know what files and directories
are stored in it. You list files and directories with the ls command.
Exercise 3.4
Enter the ls command at the shell prompt.
% ls
ales
mail

myprog
phonelist

peotry
projects

zippy

Notice that the list printed by ls does not show any distinction between files and directories.
To get a more useful listing, enter the command again, adding "-F" option.
% ls -F
ales
mail/

myprog*
phonelist

poetry/
projects/

zippy@

The "-F" option causes ls to produce a "fancy" listing. A special character, appended to the filename, is
used to identify certain types of files (see table 3.1). Regular files remain unadorned. Some system
administrators create an alias which causes the "-F" option to be added to the ls command automatically.
If this is the case on your system, you will see the fancy listing without having to include "-F".
Table 3.1

Character Type of file

/

directory

*

executable (program)

@

symbolic link (pointer to another file)

The ls command is a bit reticent; it won't actually tell you about all your files unless you explicitly ask it
to do so via the "-a" option.
Exercise 3.5
Enter the ls command with the "-a" and "-F" options.
% ls -aF
./
../
.cshrc

.login
.mailrc
.profile

ales
mail/
myprog*

poetry/
phonelist
projects/

zippy@

Several new files showed up this time. "./" represents the current directory and "../" represents the parent
directory. The other files beginning with "." are configuration files that control the behavior of various
programs (for example, .cshrc and .login are used by csh).
You can get more information about files you are listing by using the "-l" option with ls.
Exercise 3.6
Enter the ls command with the "-a", "-l", and "-F" options.
% ls -alF
drwx--x--x
drwxr-xr-x
-rw-r--r--rw-r--r--rw-r--r--rw-r--r--rw-r--r-drwx------rwxr-xr-x
-rw------drwxr-xr-x
lrwxrwxrwx

4
37
1
1
1
1
1
29
1
1
12
1

natasha
natasha
natasha
natasha
natasha
natasha
natasha
natasha
natasha
natasha
natasha
natasha

staff
staff
staff
staff
staff
staff
staff
staff
staff
staff
staff
staff

512
5120
121
76
137
109
2112
512
213985
3467
512
9

Apr
Feb
Oct
Oct
Aug
Oct
Apr
Apr
Jun
Jan
Apr
May

21
9
19
19
4
19
20
21
22
7
14
2

23:33
12:56
1997
1997
1996
1997
21:49
23:33
15:52
11:46
16:13
1996

./
../
.cshrc
.login
.mailrc
.profile
ales
mail/
myprog*
phonelist
poetry/
zippy -> ../foo

The long listing generated by adding the "-l" option to ls produces information in seven columns as
described in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2

Column Description
1

file type and permissions (discussed in the next section)

2

number of links (don't ask...)

3

owner of the file

4

group owner of the file

5

size of the file (in bytes)

6

time/date of last modification

7

name of the file
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4. Managing files

Commands covered in this section: mkdir, rmdir, cp, mv, rm,chmod
Now that you have a basic understanding of the filesystem and how to navigate it, you can
begin creating and managing your own files and directories. Let's begin with directories. You
create directories with mkdir and remove them with rmdir.
Exercise 4.1
Create two new directories with the mkdir command (use the ls command to
confirm the new directories were created).
% mkdir test test2

Now remove the second directory you just created (and list the files in the
current directory again to see if the second directory was removed).
% rmdir test2

rmdir will only remove empty directories. If a directory contains files, you must remove
them first before using rmdir. Alternatively, you can recursively delete the directory and its
contents using the appropriate option with the rm command as discussed later in this section.
Let's move on to working with files. First, you'll need to copy some existing files from
elsewhere in the filesystem into your test directory. You use the cp command to do this.
Exercise 4.2
Before going on, move into the new "test" directory you just created. You will
use this area to experiment (thus minimizing any potential damage to other files
in your home directory!).
% cd test
% pwd
/home/natasha/test

Now you can copy some files into your test directory with cp.
% cp /etc/motd .
% cp /etc/hosts .
% cp /etc/group .
% ls
group
hosts
motd

The three cp commands above copy existing files from the "/etc" directory into
the current directory (repesented by ".").
Now remove (delete) a file using the rm command.
% rm group
% ls
hosts

motd

Finally, move (rename) one of the files using mv.
% mv motd message-of-the-day
% ls
hosts
message-of-the-day

Since cp, mv, and rm have the potential to destroy data, they offer an interactive option
which prompts you before proceeding. This is invoked with the "-i" option. Your system
administrator may have already configured your account to use this option by default.
Both cp and mv require two arguments: the existing location and the destination of the file to
be copied or moved. The destination can be another file or a directory. Let's compare the
results in each case.
Exercise 4.3
First, let's make a new directory within the test directory.
% mkdir junk
% ls
hosts
junk/

message-of-the-day

Then try the following command:
% cp hosts hosts2
% ls
hosts
junk/
hosts2
message-of-the-day

The result in this case is a second copy of the file (called "hosts2") in the current
directory. Now try the following:
% cp hosts junk
% ls
hosts
junk/
hosts2
message-of-the-day
% ls junk
hosts

This time, the file was copied to the "junk" directory, keeping the same name as
the original ("hosts").
The shell allows the use of wildcards to reference more than one file at a time. The "?"
character stands for a single character with any value and the "*" character stands for any
number of characters with any value. For example, "host*" would match "hosts" and "hosts2"
in the above example.
Exercise 4.4
Make yet another directory.
% mkdir stuff
% ls
hosts
hosts2

junk/
message-of-the-day

stuff/

Now repeat the cp command from the last exercise using a wildcard.
% cp hosts* stuff
% ls stuff
hosts
hosts2

Both "hosts" and "hosts2" were copied this time.
You can recursively copy a directory and its contents to another location. It is also possible to
delete a directory and its contents. These can be accomplished by using the "-r" option with
cp and rm, respectively.
Exercise 4.5

Copy the "junk" directory and its contents to a new location.
% cp -r junk more-junk
% ls
hosts
junk/
hosts2
message-of-the-day
% ls more-junk
hosts

more-junk/
stuff/

The result in this case is a new directory ("more-junk") whose contents are the
same as the "junk" directory. Next, remove the "more-junk" directory and its
contents.
% rm -r more-junk
% ls
hosts
hosts2

junk/
message-of-the-day

stuff/

Be careful with rm -r; using this command in the wrong place (e.g., your home directory) can
have disastrous consquences!
UNIX provides permissions (also known as modes) to restrict access to your files and
directories. These are manipulated with the chmod ("change modes") command. Recall that
ls -l shows a long listing of files and directories. The first column in this long listing is a
10-character string indicating the type of file (regular file, directory, link, etc.) and the access
permissions for the file's owner, group, and other users. This is broken down in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1

File Type
(character 1)

Owner Access Group Access Other Access
(characters 2-4)

r = read
- = regular file
w = write
d = directory
x = execute

(characters 5-7)

(character 8-10)

r = read
w = write
x = execute

r = read
w = write
x = execute

The first character identifies the file type. The next three characters indicate access rights for
the file's owner, the following three show access rights for the group, and the final three show
access rights for all other users. A hyphen in a given access right's position means that right
is denied. The following example shows a directory for which the owner has read/write
/execute access, the group has read/execute access, and all others have no access:
drwxr-x---

The chmod command uses a special argument (composed of three parts as summarized in
Table 4.2) to assign the desired rights to files or directories.
Table 4.2

Entity

Operator Access Right

u = user (owner)
+ = grant
g = group
- = revoke
o = others
= = set
a = all of the above

r = read
w = write
x = execute
- = no access

By putting together the entity, operator, and access rights, you can construct an argument for
chmod which will assign the desired rights. In the following example, the user will have
read/write access, the group will have read access, and others will have no access:

u=rw-,g=r--,o=---

Exercise 4.6
Add all rights for owner and revoke all rights for group and others on the "hosts"
file.
% ls -l hosts
-rw-r--r-- 1 natasha staff
983 Apr 12 01:08 hosts
% chmod u+rwx,g-rxw,o-rwx hosts
% ls -l
-rwx------ 1 natasha staff
983 Apr 12 01:08 hosts

Now add read access for the group.
% chmod g+r hosts
% ls -l
-rwxr----- 1 natasha

staff

983 Apr 12 01:08 hosts
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5. Viewing and editing files

Commands covered in this section: cat, more, pico
So far, we've been concentrating on copying, moving, and removing files. Now let's start
looking at the contents of the files themselves. Text files can be displayed on the screen and
edited. There are a number of text editing programs available for UNIX; most notable among
these are vi and Emacs. However, learning to use these is beyond the scope of this tutorial.
We will use pico, a simple text editor that comes with the popular Pine mail program.
Before we get into editing files, let's try simply displaying the contents of a file.
Exercise 5.1
Use the cat command to display the contents of the "hosts" file copied into your
"test" directory.
% cat hosts
#
# Internet host table
#
# updated: 7-Dec-1998 by KH
#
# loopback interface
#
127.0.0.1
localhost
#
# hosts in the sims.berkeley.edu domain
#
128.32.226.2
newt.sims.berkeley.edu newt
128.32.226.3
lancia.sims.berkeley.edu lancia
128.32.226.4
gecko.sims.berkeley.edu gecko
128.32.226.5
mauve.sims.berkeley.edu mauve
128.32.226.6
rose.sims.berkeley.edu rose
128.32.226.7
sims7.sims.berkeley.edu sims7
128.32.226.8
chartreuse.sims.berkeley.edu chartreuse
128.32.226.9
taupe.sims.berkeley.edu taupe
128.32.226.10
vermillion.sims.berkeley.edu vermillion
.
.
.
128.32.226.171 trope.sims.berkeley.edu trope
128.32.226.172 synonymy.sims.berkeley.edu synonymy
128.32.226.173 polysemy.sims.berkeley.edu polysemy
128.32.226.174 sims174.sims.berkeley.edu sims174
128.32.226.175 sims175.sims.berkeley.edu sims175
128.32.226.176 sims176.sims.berkeley.edu sims176
128.32.226.177 sims177.sims.berkeley.edu sims177
128.32.226.178 sims178.sims.berkeley.edu sims178
128.32.226.179 sims179.sims.berkeley.edu sims179
128.32.226.180 sims180.sims.berkeley.edu sims180
#
# hosts in other domains
#
128.32.155.7
moby.berkeley.edu moby
128.32.165.59
ucdata9.berkeley.edu ucdata9

One problem with cat is that a file which has more lines than your screen will simply scroll
off the screen. The more program is designed to overcome this problem. It allows you to
scroll through the file one screen at a time.
Exercise 5.2

Use more to view the "hosts" file.
% more hosts
#
# Internet host table
#
# updated: 7-Dec-1998 by KH
#
# loopback interface
#
127.0.0.1
localhost
#
# hosts in the sims.berkeley.edu domain
#
128.32.226.2
newt.sims.berkeley.edu newt
128.32.226.3
lancia.sims.berkeley.edu lancia
128.32.226.4
gecko.sims.berkeley.edu gecko
128.32.226.5
mauve.sims.berkeley.edu mauve
128.32.226.6
rose.sims.berkeley.edu rose
128.32.226.7
sims7.sims.berkeley.edu sims7
128.32.226.8
chartreuse.sims.berkeley.edu chartreuse
128.32.226.9
taupe.sims.berkeley.edu taupe
128.32.226.10
vermillion.sims.berkeley.edu vermillion
128.32.226.11
maroon.sims.berkeley.edu maroon
--(More)--(8%)

Hit the space bar to move forward in the file (in other words, see more of the
file), the 'b' key to move back, and the 'q' key to quit.
The more program is an example of a pager, a program that allows you to page through a text
file. Not surprisingly, there's a new-and-improved pager called less.
Now let's try creating and editing a file with pico.
Exercise 5.3
Type "pico" followed by the name of the file you want to create.
% pico i-made-this

The pico text editor is shown in figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1 The pico text editor.

Type a few lines of text into the editor. We will use these to practice with. Editing functions
in pico are invoked by pressing the Control key (marked as 'Ctrl' on most keyboards) and
another key simultaneously. The bottom two lines of the editor window show a menu of
editing commands ('^R', for example, signifies pressing the 'Ctrl ' and 'R' keys
simultaneously).
Let's try pico's primitive cut-and-paste function. Move to the second line of your text and
press '^K'. The whole line should disappear. Now move to the end of your text and press '^U'.
This pastes the line of text into the new location. Try searching for a word in your text with
'^W'. To save your work without exiting, type '^O'. To exit, type '^X'. If you have any
changes that haven't been saved, you will be prompted to do so before exiting.
pico does not have many of the advanced features that other editors such as vi and Emacs
have (such as search and replace), but it is easy to use and certainly adequate for editing
small files.
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6. Printing

Commands covered in this section: lpr, lpq, lprm, enscript
At the time that UNIX was being developed, line printers were all the rage. This is reflected in
the simple printing system used in UNIX. This system consists of a print server (called lpd on
many systems), which sends jobs placed in the print queue to the printer, and several client
programs that allow you to place jobs in the print queue (lpr), check the status of the print
queue (lpq), and remove jobs from the print queue (lprm).
Exercise 6.1
Use the lpr command to send a simple text file to the printer.
% lpr /etc/hosts

If no printer is specified, lpr will send the print job to the default printer. To specify an
alternate printer, use the "-P" option.
Exercise 6.2
Use lpr -P to print to a specific printer.
% lpr -Pmyprinter /etc/hosts

Since UNIX is a multi-user system, there's a chance that several users will be sending jobs to
the printer simultaneously. To check on the status of your print job, you can use lpq.
Exercise 6.3
Check on the status of the "myprinter" print queue using lpq.
% lpq -Pmyprinter
Rank
Owner
active root
1st
dopey
2nd
sneezy
3rd
sneezy
4rd
grumpy

Job
3
4
5
6
7

Files
nsswitch.conf
(standard input)
myfile
myfile2
hosts

Total Size
958 bytes
1387 bytes
5623 bytes
5692 bytes
2317 bytes

The display returned by lpq is a table, showing the rank of each pending job, the user who
owns the job, the job id, the name of each file, and the size. If you omit the "-P" option, lpq
will show the status of the default print queue.
To remove a print job from the queue, use the lprm command. You can remove a particular job
by specifying its job id.
Exercise 6.4
Remove a pending job from the "myprinter" print queue using lprm.
% lprm -Pmyprinter 6
myprinter-6 dequeued

In this case, the user sneezy is removing job number 6 (myfile2) from the queue.
As with lpr and lpq, omitting the "-P" flag causes lprm to perform the requested operation on
the default print queue.

The lpr command usually just copies the specified file into the print queue unmodified,
whether it's a simple text file or a PostScript file (PostScript is a page description language
developed by Adobe). In some cases, you may want to modify a text file (adding margins, a
header, etc.). One command that allows you to do this is enscript (this program was created by
Adobe; there are two free clones: genscript and nenscript). These programs are not part of
most standard UNIX distributions, but they are often installed by the system administrator.
enscript has many options, but a few of the useful ones include "-G" (add a "gaudy" header,
including current date/time, file name, and page number), "-r" (rotate the page orientation to
landscape), and "-2" (print two columns instead of one). In order to make these changes to a
text file, enscript converts it to PostScript.
Exercise 6.5
Print a text file using enscript with the options specified above.
% enscript -2Gr -Pmyprinter /etc/hosts

A sample of the output produced by this command is shown in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1 Sample enscript output.
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7. Spying on your neighbors

Commands covered in this section: who, w, last
Since UNIX is a multi-user system, many users are able to share the resources of a single machine.
Consequently, the activities of one user can affect other users logged into the system at the same time. UNIX
provides a variety of tools you can use to observe system usage (tools for measuring the utilization of
resources such as disk space, cpu time, and memory will be covered in the intermediate tutorial). In this
section, we will briefly cover tools which allow you to see who else is currently logged in (who), what
command each user is currently running (w), and the last time a given user logged in (last).
Exercise 7.1
Use the who command to see who else is currently logged in.
% who
natasha
boris
rocky

pts/2
pts/3
pts/8

Jan 22 08:59
Jan 22 09:27
Jan 21 23:00

(foo.whatsamatta-u.edu)
(bar.whatsamatta-u.edu)
(quux.whatsamatta-u.edu)

The resulting display is a table with an entry for each user showing the username, terminal, login
date, and location from which the user is logged in (usually the system console or a remote host).
Exercise 7.2
Use w see what program each user is running.
% w
11:21am
User
natasha
boris
rocky

up 2 day(s),
tty
pts/2
pts/3
pts/8

8:40, 3 users, load average: 0.07, 0.12, 0.13
login@
idle
JCPU
PCPU what
08:59am
-tcsh
09:27am
2
2
2 pine
Thu 11pm 1:30
1
1 emacs junk.txt

In this case, some general information about the system is displayed on the first line (uptime,
number of users, and the load average). For each user, the username, terminal, login time, idle
time, CPU usage, and currently running program is displayed. The login shell is preceded by a
"-" (hyphen) character.
The last command can be used to see the last several logins for a given user.
Exercise 7.3
Check the last three login times for the user rocky.
% last -3 rocky
rocky
pts/8
rocky
pts/4
rocky
pts/5

quux.whatsamat Thu Jan 21 23:00
still logged in
quux.whatsamat Thu Jan 21 08:31 - 17:31 (08:59)
bar.whatsamatt Wed Jan 20 08:35 - 17:14 (08:38)

The option ("-3" in this case) specifies the number of login entries to be displayed. The resulting
display is a table showing the last three logins for the specified user, including username,
terminal, location from which user is logged in, login/logout time, and session duration.
Omitting the option specifying the number of entries to be diplayed will cause all logins events for the
specified user in the system logs to be displayed. Omitting the username will cause login entries for all users
to be displayed.
Exercise 7.4

Display the last three login times for all users.
% last -3
boris
pts/3
natasha
pts/2
rocky
pts/8

bar.whatsamatt Fri Jan 22 09:27 - still logged in
foo.whatsamat Fri Jan 22 08:59 - still logged in
quux.whatsamat Thu Jan 21 23:00
still logged in
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8. Getting more information

Commands covered in this section: man
UNIX has a built-in documentation system known as man pages. Since UNIX was originally developed as an
environment for programmers, man pages tend to be fairly terse (some might say cryptic!). However, it is
possible for novice users to glean an occasional bit of wisdom from them.
Exercise 8.1
Use the man command to find the man page for the ls command.
% man ls
User Commands

ls(1)

NAME
ls - list contents of directory
SYNOPSIS
/usr/bin/ls [ -aAbcCdfFgilLmnopqrRstux1 ] [ file... ]
/usr/xpg4/bin/ls [ -aAbcCdfFgilLmnopqrRstux1 ] [ file...

]

DESCRIPTION
For each file that is a directory, ls lists the contents of
the directory; for each file that is an ordinary file, ls
repeats its name and any other information requested.
The
output is sorted alphabetically by default. When no argument is given, the current directory is listed.
When
several arguments are given, the arguments are first sorted
appropriately, but file arguments appear before directories
--More--(4%)

If the requested man page is too long to be displayed on a single screen (usually the case), it will
be displayed in a pager (the default is more). To move forward through the page, use the space
bar. To move backward, press the 'b' key. To quit, press 'q'.
Notice that you must know the name of a given command to see the corresponding man page. You can use
the "-k" option to search for man pages related to a specified keyword.
Exercise 8.2
Use man -k to search for man pages related to "telnet"
% man -k telnet
in.telnetd
telnet
telnetd
telnetrc
"NAME"
.IX
Header
Net

in.telnetd (1m)
telnet (1)
in.telnetd (1m)
telnetrc (4)
.IX (3)
.IX (3)
.IX (3)
.IX (3)

-

DARPA TELNET protocol server
user interface to a remote system...
DARPA TELNET protocol server
file for telnet default options
Defines constants for the telnet...
Defines constants for the telnet...
Defines constants for the telnet...
Defines constants for the telnet...

If you were interested in the telnet server (in.telnetd), you could then enter man in.telnetd at the
shell prompt.
Since man pages are not really aimed at novice users, you may wish to consult a book. There are many to
choose from, but most are hundreds of pages long and therefore a bit scary! One not so scary book is:
Learning the UNIX Operating System, 4th ed., Jerry Peek, et al, O'Reilly, 1998.

